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It’s very important to inform everyone who financially bears a warm heart or gladly shows particular 
interest in the work of our Foundation Kansarmen Sri Lanka. By means of this letter we would like 
to inform you about the developments and activities of the previous six-month 
period.  
 
Committee of Recommendation 
In March 2010, Sir Björn Hoogwout has ended his career as CEO of Brabant 
Water. He has stated to spread the goal of Foundation Kansarmen Sri Lanka and 
he is going to participate in the Committee of Recommendation. It feels very good 
and secure knowing that a professional like Sir Hoogwout supports our foundation. 
New opportunities are offered to the less fortunate by his participation. 
 
Realisations 
In the running year of 2010 we have, with the help of your financial support of € 50,000,- realised 
17 water- and sanitation projects. In these projects we have been able to help about 6000 people. 
Our project leader in Sri Lanka is Chaminda. He has been able to utilise many schools with running 
water and toilets. New requests for projects come in every week! Our foundation has also booked 
many trips for tourists. Part of the revenues will go to our foundation. Please look at our website for 
further information! 
 
Walking for Water 2010 / 2011 
Each year in March primary schools can participate in a sponsored walk: “walking for water”. 
Primary schools throughout the Netherlands can participate. In March 2010 there were 6 primary 
schools and they had a fine financial result. Besides that the primary school “Emmaus” from 
Heesch had organised a walk in May. Several schools have already signed up for walk in 2011. 
Other schools which are interested can still sign up! For further information: 
www.wandelenvoorwater.nl  
 
Preview 2011 
For 2011 we will execute 18 projects which are rated on a budget of € 60,000,-.  
For the coming three years Eureko Achmea Foundation will support the foundation financially.  
With their generous support part of our budget is structurally covered! 
 

Visit to Sri Lanka / November 2010 
Recently Jan van der Steen has returned from his visit to Sri Lanka. Together with his project 
supervisor Chaminda Jan visited old and new projects. Here are his experiences: 
 
“This time I visited in the wet season which was rather wet indeed! Unfortunately some rice crops were spoilt 
during the huge spells of rains. The families to whom it concerns are temporarily out of income! The costs of 
living have gone up considerably compared to my last visit. This all leads to more poverty to the needy in Sri-
Lanka! Civilians who deserve a happier life in my opinion. 
During the first days I payed a visit to several projects which are completed, like a water supply for a 
community of 60 families. A woman tells me she is so happy about the new water tap at her house! Before, 
she had to walk for 3 hours to the water well. This she had to do every day! She is also really proud of her 
new tomato-plants which she has grown herself. After that I inspected the water harvesting tanks. Each 
rainwater harvesting tank is filled up with 6000 litres of water and are waiting for the dry season to come! 
Families are overwhelmed by these new facilities!  
A few days later I visited a retirement home with Chaminda. Now there were only 22 residents. Sanitation is 
out of date and not accessible for wheelchairs. A situation like this would be on the front page of every 
newspaper in our country! In carrying out a project like this we want to spend a maximum of about € 10, - per 
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person. However in a home like this we would have to spend much more. Despite the personal request from 
the bishop, we decide not to make a project of this because we can do many other things with this kind of 
money. With mixed feelings I have to part from Sister Bernadette who is very disappointed. In the back of my 
head I still hope for that generous donator who might cross my path in near future.  
We are invited to be present at a school for the official use of our new sanitation project. When we arrive 
some 1500 children are waiting and they welcome us with dance and drum music! It makes me silent.  
So much thankfulness for clean toilets and clean drinking water. 
The following days we are able to identify 12 schools. These are mainly big schools of about a thousand 
children! In the last week we still visit a school of 1100 children. There are only two girls’ toilets. The boys do 
their needs in the jungle. There are also drinking water problems. Costs for adaption will be € 6500,-. 
Furthermore I have made contacts with local Water companies. This in connection with the filtering of water 
when the water doesn’t measure up to the standards. In Sri Lanka are lots of developments in this area but it 
is still a complicated issue. 
I also had a positive meeting with the Chief Minister and Director of Education NW Province (1200 schools). 
As a result of this future application procedures will be easier to follow through. 
During the last night of my stay they organised a party for all the employees involved in the projects. These 
men work really hard and make long days in the inland. They work 7 days a week under difficult conditions: 
temperatures from up to 45 degrees Celsius, bad housing, bitten by mosquitoes etc... I have a lot of respect 
for these men who belong to the poorest families in Sri Lanka! They perform their work under surveillance of 
Chaminda and his wife Nilu. Chaminda is a man of few words. The 75 finished projects which were carried 
out under his surveillance speak for themselves. 

 
Presentations  
Often we hear requests for a presentation. 
Also for your company, school, organization, 
acquaintances or club we gladly provide without 
engagement a presentation about (solutions for) 
the drinking water and sanitation problems in Sri Lanka.  
 
Jubilees, celebrations and anniversaries!  
Also this year there have been initiatives for  
donating (money) gifts to the foundation of 
an own jubilee or memorable day.  
To these beautiful contributions concrete  
projects are related.  
Just everyone involved: thanks for this splendid gesture!  
 
Thank you very much!  
Without contributions and volunteers we can’t realize  
drinking water and sanitation projects. For this reason  
we would like to thank all donators and the many  
volunteers, who make it possible for us to give  
the most underprivileged of Sri Lanka a better existence. 

 

     
     
      
 
 
Also these 
children are very 
thankful. 
May we count 
again on you 
next year? 
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